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“Its 30 policy recommendations back a goal of launching Australia within the top tier 
of innovator countries globally by 2030. Unfortunately, however,innovation system 
reviews in Australia are far more common than adoption and implementation of the 
policy recommendations they put forward.”

Sandy Plunkett, Commentator on innovation systems, policy and business practice

Despite this superb research prowess in our universities and other public-funded 
institutions, however, the level of private sector collaboration with these institutions 
on research projects is exceptionally poor.
The translation of institutional research into commercial outcomes is equally poor.”

James Riley, Editorial Director, InnovationAus.com



“For Australia ... future prosperity will come from harnessing new ways of 
thinking, new ways of doing business and new ways of developing 
products and services,”

Claire McFarland, Director, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, United States Studies Centre

Source:  James Riley’s article on March 15, 2018 accessed at 
http://www.innovationaus.com/2018/03/The-debate-the-nation-must-have 
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Influence versus impact
• Delivery of new products, services or practices requires combining diverse 
elements with other capabilities.

• Rarely a single publication alone “causes” the delivery of a product.  
• It can though contribute to the formation of that product.  
• So, influence of scholarship on innovative industry rather than impact can 
be more informative and allows us to map influences on an invention, or an 
innovation process.

• This “one to many relationships” concept allowed us to integrate 30M 
scholarship data with 107M patents to develop an open mapping facility 
and an “influence” metric.





PatCite: Open influence mapping facility

https://www.lens.org/lens/patcite



In4M, influence metric
•  Applied it on 35 years of research outputs data from 200 institutions 

across 25 countries around the globe and 51 institutions in Australia.

• International Influence on Industry and Innovation Metric (In4M) = 
Proportion of 3rd party patents that cite scholarship (weighted by patent 
family globally) / unit of scholarly output. 

• To rank relative influence by institutional research strengths, In4M was 
normalized by research discipline (RD). 

• To rank relative influence by the technology sectors of citing patents, 
In4M was normalized by technology fields of use (FOU). These are  
classes of technology grouped by patent classifications codes



Example 1

UQ has its greatest 
influence in Earth 
sciences and Math 
relative to UWA which 
shows a greatest 
influence per scholarly 
output in Mechanical & 
civil engineering research 
discipline relative to UQ.



Example 2

UQ had a bigger influence per 
scholarly output relative to 
UWA in only a specific 
technology class, 
Environmental technology, 
whereas UWA relative 
influence strength over UQ is 
visible in Medical Technology, 
Audio-visual technology, and 
other special machines.



Differentiators of In4M
• Unlike other published ranking systems, QUT In4M is an open and 

granular mapping tool that can evolve with more authoritative data.

• Can measure influence of scholarship on industry and account for 
institutions that “punch above their weight”

• Can inform both scholars and industry partners’ trajectories and guide 
partnerships with common interests.

• Can be a potential global standard.  In partnership with Nature, QUT 
In4M was featured worldwide on August 10, 2017.  

• New Collaboration with Microsoft Academic...
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